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SIGN FILO
Designed by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga
The Sign chair is celebrating its anniversary creating a new product with great impact and personality.
The new Sign Filo is a perfect combination of design and craftsmanship and it is built up like a refined jewel. In
fact the creative process of this chair reminds the ancient goldsmith’s technique of filigree that is carried out by
interweaving and welding thin wires of precious metals.
Forty-five meters of steel wire in four different diameters, draw Sign Filo’s silhouette.
As for the processing of a jewel, the product’s single components - 16 shoulders and 12 cross wires - are
assembled by hand with over 226 sealing points.
The artisan component is anything but secondary, in the assembly and galvanising phases in the colours black
chrome, gold, and pink gold which highlight the uniqueness and care dedicated to each element, as if it were an
actual piece of jewellery. Sign Filo is made entirely in Italy with top quality materials and production processes.
WATCH THE VIDEO
WATCH THE 360° VIEW OF THE SIGN FILO
Discover the new Sign Matt, chair and armchair for indoor/outdoor. Click here

STRUCTURE
The load-bearing structure is in steel wire, in different diameters, available in a glossy galvanic finish in black
chrome, gold and pink gold.

ACCESSORIES
Specially designed cushions.
The Silk covers are completely removable and come in three colours matched to the structures.

SIGN FILO

L50 D55 H77.5 cm
seat H49 cm
weight 8.5 kg

H/D/L

Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.
Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.
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Finish options
STRUCTURE
Chrome

black chrome

gold chrome

pink gold
chrome

gold R820
111

pink gold
R821 153

COVER
Delhi

brown R397
140

